The Venture S

Basic price (valid for Germany): €225,000

As an exclusively equipped off-road vehicle for two people, the Venture S promises freedom without compromise. A unique living space concept, innovative technologies and premium materials make the Venture S an icon of modern motorhoming. With innovations such as the unique Instant Loft – a pneumatic pop-top roof including integrated stairway as well as the striking tailgate with real glass Infinity Screen that offers 180-degree panoramic views and an exclusive sun deck, the Venture S is a motorhome in a class of its own.

Main highlights:

- Compact two-person off-roader (6.46m) with narrow vehicle body (2.16m)
- Instant Loft – pneumatic pop-top roof with double-walled, insulating superstructure and ambient lighting
- Comfort stairs – illuminated steps with bamboo treads and integrated storage space
- Space-extending tailgate with airline rails for attaching accessories (e.g. a bicycle rack)
- Rear seating area with Infinity Screen – panoramic real glass windows
- Rear platform with 350 kg maximum load capacity including yacht-style bamboo flooring
- Iconic honeycomb “Venture S” design graphics matching the vehicle’s paintwork
- Office space with folding bamboo tabletop, reading light, power outlets and small storage compartments
### Comprehensive standard equipment:

- Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 4.1 t – 419 CDI – 140 KW/190 hp – Euro VI-E
- Up to 18-inch studded tyres, Raptor paint, LED light bar, protection plate
- Matching bodywork and cab paint scheme (Stone Grey)
- Face-to-face seating area including a flexible table with real bamboo tabletop
- Multifunctional wall rails for reading lights, accessories or decorative elements
- Storage compartment above the cab with practical felt-lined storage boxes
- FENIX kitchen worktop (ultra-matt, anti-fingerprint finish)
- Drawer with integrated worktop extension and chopping board
- Storage for smartphones including wireless charging
- Mobile SONOS smart speaker including bracket for multifunctional wall
- Kitchen backsplash made of solid-surface material with the look of real tiles and a wall-mounted tap in matt black design
- Vario comfort bathroom with rotating wall in slate look, patented room extension and floor-level shower
- Premium sleeping system based on an air-core layer combined with an innovative, breathable Revo foam layer
- Battery system: 80Ah per module; pure lithium mode, 4x80Ah
- Solar power thanks to 3 x 115W flexible solar modules
- Water filter (Grünbeck clearliQ)
- 6kW diesel heater with hot-water boiler and altitude kit
- THERMOTRONIC fully automatic air conditioning including rain sensor
- Heat-insulating glass with anti-glare strip on the windscreen
- DISTRONIC+ Active Distance Assist including multifunction steering wheel
- Full Beam Assist
- Traffic Sign Assist
- Active lane departure warning system
- Attention Assist
- Heated windscreen
- Wet wiper system (windscreen wipers with integrated spray nozzle)
- Mercedes-Benz MBUX 10.25” multimedia system including navigation with steering wheel controls, DAB, touchscreen and reversing camera

### Optional extras (selected):

- Matching bodywork and cab paint scheme (Sea Blue Metallic)
- Electric awning and coming home lighting
- Projector including screen
- Premium bamboo shower column and ceramic toilet (optional)
- Truma Saphir Compact 1,800 W underfloor air conditioner
For more information, visit www.hymer.com/de/en/home
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